HIGH TECH Pet

The Most Ingenious Pet Products on the Planet!

RADIO MAT
ELECTRONIC SCAT PAD

Sonic Alarm
Sound Output Switch
Radio Output Switch (Triggers Shock at Collar)
Battery Compartment
Your Radio Mat Electronic Scat Pad is designed to keep your pet away from an area or item (couch, bed, trash can, etc.). Made of durable, attractive, water resistant nylon pack material, the Radio Mat is a full 12” wide and 60” long, and operates on a single 9 volt alkaline battery (not included). Please read instructions fully before using.

**Controls:**

**Sound Output Switch** – enables the audible sonic alarm on the pad whenever your pet steps on the pad.

**Radio Output Switch** – enables any High Tech Pet Products Humane Contain™ collar to trigger a shock when the pet steps on the pad. If you are not using a collar, turn this switch off to conserve battery power.

**Recommendation:** For quick training use both the sonic alarm and the Radio Output. Later you may be able to disable the sonic alarm or the Radio Output (or both) when the pet knows not to go near the pad.
1. **Install Battery** – Open the battery compartment (see diagram for location) pushing on the tab where indicated, to release cover. Insert a 9 volt battery with the metal connections of the battery against the metal receivers in the battery compartment. Close the cover, inserting the tabs and pushing down to snap closed.

2. Place the Radio Mat in a pet-restricted area.

3. **Test** – Turn the Sound Output Switch ON, and press your hand or foot on the pad. Confirm the Sonic Alarm is heard.

4. Set the Sound Output Switch and Radio Output Switch as desired. (See Controls instructions above.)

**Using Radio Mat With a Humane Contain™ Collar**

Reminder: If your pet is small or has very short fur, unscrew the large probes from collar and replace with small probes included in the collar kit.
Note: Consult the instructions that came with the collar.

a. Power on the collar: This is done by inserting a battery in the collar, or by turning on a switch on the collar.

b. To test collar, press the “TEST” switch and observe an LED and/or audible beep.

c. Turn on the Radio Mat Radio Output Switch to link the pad to the collar. The collar will now trigger a shock whenever the pet steps on the pad.

d. Place collar on pet.

**Humane Contain Collars are available online from: www.hightechpet.com